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Abstract
Circular-arc graphs are natural analogs of chordal and interval graphs, but without some of the
features that make chordal and interval graphs particularly nice; perhaps, the biggest di-erence is
the failure of the Helly condition. Restricting circular-arc representations so as to have no three
or fewer arcs cover the entire circle and to have the endpoints of arcs be distinguishable by other
arcs results in a notion of ‘restricted circular-arc graphs’ that enjoys many of the nice features of
chordal graphs. Their theory is surprisingly parallel to that of chordal graphs, substituting ‘clique
cycles’ for clique trees, but they also have several distinctive features and characterizations.
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1. Basic notions
A circular-arc representation for a graph G is a circle C with a 7nite set A of
arcs of C such that, for each v∈V (G), there is a corresponding arc Cv∈A such that
vw∈E(G) if and only if Cv ∩ Cw =∅; in other words, G is the intersection graph of
A. A circular-arc graph is a graph that has a circular-arc representation. Circular-arc
graphs were introduced in Tucker [16].
If the arcs in A also satisfy the Helly condition—meaning that, whenever every two
arcs in A have a point in common, then all the arcs in A have a point in common—
then the graph is a Helly circular-arc graph, see [7,12]. The key paper on Helly
circular-arc graphs is [3] (where they are called ‘ circular-arc graphs’), also see [9].
Fig. 1 shows a Helly circular-arc graph; the ‘clique cycle’ at the right will be explained
later in this section (but it can be viewed as a Helly circular-arc representation C for
the graph G by, for each v∈V (G), letting Cv be the arc of C induced by the nodes
of C that contain v).
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Fig. 1. A Helly circular-arc graph G (with a clique cycle C in which abc abbreviates {a; b; c}, etc.).
Fig. 2. Three restricted circular-arc graphs (with restricted clique cycles).
De7ne a restricted circular-arc representation to be a circular-arc representation
(C;A) that also satis7es both the following arc conditions:
A1. The points of C are not covered by three or fewer arcs in A.
A2. If p;p′ are the endpoints of an arc in A, then there is an arc in A that contains
p but not p′.
A restricted circular-arc graph is a graph that has a restricted circular-arc repre-
sentation. Since A is 7nite, condition A2 implies that restricted circular-arc graphs
are connected. By [5, Theorem 2], condition A1 is equivalent to the Helly condition
whenever the points of C are not covered by any one or two arcs of A. Therefore, re-
stricted circular-arc graphs are Helly circular-arc graphs and so a restricted circular-arc
graph of order n has at most n maxcliques—inclusion-maximal complete subgraphs.
The Helly circular-arc graph in Fig. 1 is not a restricted circular-arc graph (the arcs
Cc and Cd will always violate condition A1).
Fig. 2 shows three examples of restricted circular-arc graphs (above their ‘restricted
clique cycles,’ which will be de7ned later in this section). Wheels with more than
three spokes are examples of Helly circular-arc graphs that are not restricted circular-
arc graphs, since condition A1 prevents G from containing a dominating vertex.
The intersection graph of the maxcliques of a graph G is the clique graph K(G)
of G. Call the vertices of K(G) nodes (typically denoted by Q; Q′; Qi or the like)
to avoid confusion with the vertices of G, and identify those nodes with the vertex
sets of the maxcliques of G. Suppose C is a spanning cycle of K(G) and, for each
v∈V (G), Cv is the subgraph of C induced by the nodes that contain v; similarly, for
each complete subgraph Q of G, CQ is the subgraph of C induced by the nodes that
contain Q. Note that Cv=C if and only if v is a dominating vertex of G, and that
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G is the intersection graph of all these Cvs. A set {Cv : v∈S⊆V (G)} covers V (C)
if
⋃
v∈S V (Cv)=V (C). If every Cv is a path in C—in other words, if each Cv is a
connected subgraph of C—then call C a clique cycle for G (corresponding to ‘clique
trees’ for chordal graphs in [12]). Fig. 1 shows a clique cycle for a Helly circular-arc
graph. The complete bipartite graph K2;3 is an example of a graph that is not a circular-
arc graph; the 6-vertex graph that consists of a triangle a; b; c plus edges aa′; bb′, and
cc′ is an example of a circular-arc graph that has no clique cycle.
Proposition 1 (Gavril [3]). A graph is a Helly circular-arc graph if and only if it has
a clique cycle.
De7ne a restricted clique cycle to be a clique cycle C that also satis7es both the
following path conditions:
P1. The edges of C are not covered by three or fewer paths Cv; v∈V (G).
P2. Every path Cv has at least two vertices.
Fig. 2 shows restricted circular-arc clique cycles for three restricted circular-arc
graphs.
Theorem 1. A graph is a restricted circular-arc graph if and only if it has a restricted
clique cycle.
Proof. Suppose G has a Helly circular-arc representation (C;A). Consider the equiv-
alence relation on the points of the circle C de7ned by two points being equivalent if
and only if they are in exactly the same members of A. For each equivalence class [p]
with representative point p on C, let Q [p]={v∈V (G) :p∈Cv}, inducing a complete
subgraph of G. Let C′ be a cycle (graph) whose vertices correspond to Q [p1]; : : : ; Q [pk ],
arranged in the same cyclic order around C′ as the points p1; : : : ; pk are around C,
where [p1]; : : : ; [pk ] partition C. Let C result from C′ by repeatedly contracting edges
Q [pi]Q [pj] (absorbing Q [pi] into Q [pj]) for which Q [pi]⊆Q [pj]. Since C is a Helly
circular-arc representation, each maxclique of G corresponds to a point of C, and so
to a vertex of C; indeed, the vertices of C will correspond exactly to the maxcliques
of G. Thus C is a clique cycle for G. If the circular-arc representation C also satis7es
conditions A1 and A2, then the clique cycle C will also satisfy P1 and P2.
Conversely, every clique cycle C for G can be viewed as a Helly circular-arc
representation C of G, and if C is a restricted clique cycle, then C is a restricted
circular-arc representation.
Notice that condition P2 prevents G from containing a simplicial vertex—a vertex
that is in a unique maxclique. This means that restricted circular-arc graphs cannot
be interval graphs, and so the class of all restricted circular-arc graphs is not closed
under induced subgraphs. (Conditions P2 and A2 are, admittedly, questionably severe
requirements. The 7nal paragraphs of Section 3 will discuss what may seem to be
a more reasonable context in which clique cycles are replaced by clique unicycles—
connected graphs having a unique cycle.)
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Theorem 2. Suppose G is a Helly circular-arc graph. Then G is a restricted circular-
arc graph if and only if both of the following conditions also hold:
G1: No vw∈E(G) has {v; w} intersect every maxclique of G.
G2: No vertex of G is simplicial.
Proof. First suppose G is a restricted circular-arc graph with restricted clique cycle C.
Condition P2 prevents G from having a simplicial vertex, so G2 holds. Suppose some
edge vw has {v; w} intersect every maxclique of G [arguing toward a contradiction].
Condition P1 prevents path Cv from covering V (C) and so prevents v from being in
every node of C; similarly, w is not in every node of C. So every node of C contains
v or w, some contain v but not w, some contain w but not v, and at least one contains
both v and w. Condition P1 implies that not every edge of C is in E(Cv)∪E(Cw). So
there must be adjacent nodes Q;Q′ in C such that Q∈V (Cv)−V (Cw) and Q′∈V (Cw)−
V (Cv), with {Cv; Cw} covering V (C). Then Q∩Q′=∅, since x∈Q∩Q′ would imply
that Cv; Cw; Cx would cover all the edges of C, contradicting P1. But then removing
the edge QQ′ from C would produce an interval representation for G, and so G would
have a simplicial vertex, contradicting G2. Thus G1 holds.
Conversely, suppose G has a clique cycle C and G satis7es conditions G1 and G2.
Show P1 by contradiction. If {Cv; Cw} covers the edges of C, then v and w would
occur in a common node of C (indeed, at least two of them) and so vw would be
an edge of G that would contradict G1. If {Cv; Cw; Cx} covers the edges of C, then
each pair of v; w; x would occur in a common node. Thus {v; w; x} would induce a
triangle in G, and so all of v; w; x would occur in a common node of C. But then two
of Cv; Cw; Cx would cover V (C) and so two of v; w; x would form an edge that again
would contradict G1. Therefore, P1 holds. Condition P2 follows from G2.
2. Features analogous to clique trees
If G has no dominating vertices and no simplicial vertices and if C is any spanning
cycle of K(G), then Theorem 3 will give an alternative way to check that C is a
restricted clique cycle, and so that G is a restricted circular-arc graph. (Theorem 3
corresponds to Lemma 2.2, checking clique trees, in [12]).
Theorem 3. Suppose G is a connected graph with no dominating vertices and no
simplicial vertices. Then every spanning cycle C of K(G) satis3es
|V (G)|+ |E(G)|6
∑
Q∈V (C)
( |Q|+ 1
2
)
−
∑
QQ′∈E(C)
( |Q ∩ Q′|+ 1
2
)
: (1)
Moreover, equality holds in (1) if and only if C is a restricted clique cycle.
As an example, the middle restricted clique cycle in Fig. 2 has 6 + 10=[4
(4
2
)
+
1
(3
2
)
]− [3(32)+ 2(22)].
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Proof. Suppose G is a connected graph with no dominating vertices and no simplicial
vertices and C is a spanning cycle of K(G). Because G has no dominating vertices,
no path Cv will span C, and so each Cv will be a tree. Each C{v;w}=Cv∩Cw will be a
forest (it can contain two components when Cv∪Cw covers C and Cv and Cw overlap
at both endpoints). Thus each CQ with |Q|62 will satisfy
16|V (CQ)| − |E(CQ)|: (2)
Identify each QQ′∈E(C) with Q∩Q′⊆V (G). Sum the inequalities (2) over all vertices
(|Q|=1) and over all edges (|Q|=2) of G. The left side of the sum of (2) will equal
the left side of (1). On the right side of the sum of (2), the sum of all the |V (CQ)|s
counts all the 〈vertex-of-G,node-of-C〉 and 〈edge-of-G,node-of-C〉 containment pairs
one vertex of G and one edge of G at a time; since
(k+1
2
)
=
(k
1
)
+
(k
2
)
, the 7rst summation
in (1) counts the same containment pairs one node of C at a time. Also on the right
side of the sum of (2), the sum of all the |E(CQ)|s counts all the 〈vertex-of-G,edge-
of-C〉 and 〈edge-of-G,edge-of-C〉 containment pairs one vertex of G and one edge of
G at a time; the second summation in (1) counts the same containment pairs one edge
of C at a time. Thus, the left side of (1) will always be less than or equal to the right
side.
For the ‘Moreover’ portion, 7rst suppose that C is a restricted clique cycle for G.
Then by condition P1, each CQ with |Q|62 will be connected and so equality will
hold in each instance of (2). Then the argument in the preceding paragraph shows that
the left side of (1) will always be equal to the right side.
Conversely, if equality holds in (1), then equality will have to hold in each instance
of (2). Thus each Cv will be connected, which implies C is a clique cycle for G.
Then Proposition 1 implies that {Cv : v∈V (G)} satis7es the Helly condition, and so
[5, Theorem 2] and it imply P1. Condition P2 follows from G containing no simplicial
vertices. Therefore, C is a restricted clique cycle.
Notice that, on the right side of inequality (1),
(|Q|+1
2
)
=|V (Q)|+|E(Q)| and(|Q∩Q′|+1
2
)
= |V (Q∩Q′)|+ |E(Q∩Q′)|.
Corollary 4. Suppose G is a connected graph with no dominating vertices and no
simplicial vertices. Let Kw(G) be the weighted clique graph of G in which each edge
QQ′ has weight equal to
(|Q∩Q|+1
2
)
. Then G is a restricted circular-arc graph if and
only if some (or, equivalently, each) maximum-weight spanning cycle of Kw(G) is a
restricted clique cycle for G.
Proof. Suppose G and Kw(G) are as in the statement of the theorem. If G is a restricted
circular-arc graph, then G has a restricted clique cycle C for which equality holds in
formula (1). Because the 7rst three terms of (1) are the same for every spanning cycle
of K(G), every maximum-weight spanning cycle C′ of Kw(G) must satisfy (1), and
so C′ will be a restricted clique cycle for G by Theorem 3.
Conversely, if some maximum-weight spanning cycle C′ of Kw(G) is a restricted
clique cycle for G, then G is a restricted circular-arc graph by Theorem 1.
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Realize that while 7nding a maximum-weight spanning cycle can be expected to be
hard, Corollary 4 shows that recognizing one will be easy in a restricted circular-arc
graph, using Theorem 3. Corollary 4 corresponds to 7nding clique trees for chordal
graphs using Theorem 2.3 of [12] (but there the weight of edge QQ′ is simply
|Q∩Q′|= |E(Q∩Q′)|).
The following theorem gives an interpretation to the edge set of the restricted clique
cycle, analogous to edges of clique trees corresponding to minimal vertex separators
in chordal graphs, as in Exercise 2.6 of [12].
Theorem 5. Suppose G is a restricted circular-arc graph with restricted clique cycle
C. Then QQ′∈E(C) if and only if S=Q∩Q′ is an inclusion-minimal set such that
G − S is an interval graph.
Proof. If QQ′ is an edge of a restricted clique cycle C for G, then the subgraph G−
induced by V (G) − Q∩Q′ will be an interval graph, since removing that edge from
C would form an interval representation for G−. Note that if Q′Q′′ is also an edge of
C, then there must be a vertex v∈Q′ − Q (since Q and Q′ are di-erent maxcliques
of G) and every such v must be in Q′′ (since Cv must be connected and v cannot be
a simplicial vertex), and similarly, there must be a w∈Q′ − Q′′ with every such w
in Q; hence, Q∩Q′ and Q′ ∩ Q′′ must be incomparable. Because of this, every edge
RR′ =QQ′ must have R∩R′*Q∩Q′. Therefore, removing anything less than Q∩Q′
from V (G) would leave another restricted circular-arc graph with, essentially, the same
clique cycle. Since a restricted circular-arc graph cannot be an interval graph, Q∩Q′
will be a minimal set whose removal would from V (G) would induce an interval graph.
Conversely, suppose G and C are as in the theorem and S⊆V (G) is inclusion-
minimal such that G − S is an interval graph. Removing the vertices of S from the
nodes of C leaves a cycle OC that will be a clique cycle for the Helly circular-arc graph
G−S. Suppose for the moment that each edge OQ OQ′ of OC has OQ∩ OQ′ =∅ [arguing toward
a contradiction]. Then, for each OQ OQ′∈E( OC), each {v1}⊆ OQ∩ OQ′ could be extended to an
inclusion-minimal {v1; : : : ; vk}⊆V (G) such that the paths OCv1 ; : : : ; OCvk cover the edges
of OC, with k¿4 by condition P1. But then v1; : : : ; vk would induce a chordless cycle
in G− S, contradicting that G− S is an interval graph. Thus some edge OQ OQ′ of OC has
OQ∩ OQ′=∅, so S contains Q∩Q′ for the corresponding edge QQ′ of C. Because of its
assumed minimality, S=Q∩Q′.
3. Distinctive features
Although clique trees need not be unique for chordal graphs, Theorem 7 will show
that restricted clique cycles are unique.
Lemma 6. Suppose Q and Q′ are vertices of a restricted clique cycle C. Suppose RR′
is an edge of CQ∩Q′ with the path CR∩R′ properly contained in the path CQ∩Q′ . Then
Q∩Q′ is a proper subset of R∩R′.
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Proof. Suppose a restricted clique cycle C for G has nodes Q, R, R′ and Q′ as
described in the lemma, coming in that order around C; without loss of general-
ity, say R′ =Q′. Then Q∩Q′⊆R∩R′ by the de7nition of CQ∩Q′ and CR∩R′ . Suppose
Q∩Q′=R∩R′ [arguing toward a contradiction]. Let R′′ =R be the other neighbor of
R′ in C (possibly with R′′=Q′). Since each node of C is a maxclique of G, there
exists v∈V (G) such that v∈R′ − R′′. Thus v ∈Q∩Q′, so v ∈R∩R′. Thus v is in just
the single node R′ (v is a simplicial vertex of G), contradicting condition G2.
Theorem 7. A restricted circular-arc graph has a unique restricted clique cycle.
Proof. Suppose G is a restricted circular-arc graph with two distinct restricted clique
cycles C and C′ [arguing toward a contradiction]. For convenience, identify each of
these clique cycles with its edge set. Then C′ − C consists of one or more chords
of C and, since |C|= |C′|, C − C′ consists of an equal number of chords of C′. Say
C − C′={e1; : : : ; ek} and C′ − C={e′1; : : : ; e′k}. If Qa and Qb are the end nodes of an
edge e in (C − C′)∪(C′ − C), let w(e)= |Qa∩Qb|.
Let B be the complete bipartite graph with V (B)=(C − C′)∪(C′ − C)⊆E(C) in
which C − C′ and C′ − C are the two ‘parts.’ Consider any ei∈C − C′, say with end
nodes Qa and Qb, and let Q=Qa∩Qb. By Lemma 6, w(ei) is less than the weight of
each of the edges e′i1; : : : ; e
′
ik (k¿1) of C
′ − C in CQ; direct the corresponding edges
in B from each such e′ij toward ei. Similarly, each edge e
′
i∈C′ − C has w(e′i) less
than the weight of certain edges ei1; : : : ; eih (h¿1) of C −C′; direct the corresponding
edges in B from each such eij toward e′i . Since every vertex of B will have positive
in-degree, either some edge of B will be directed both ways or there will be a directed
cycle in B; since directed edges correspond to strict inequalities—either w(e′ij)¡w(ei)
or w(eij)¡w(e′i)—either option is a contradiction.
Theorem 9 will give characterizations of restricted circular-arc graphs that seem
quite di-erent from any results in chordal graph theory. A key concept is that two
cycles O and O′ are homologous [13] if there are triangles T1; : : : ; Tk (k¿0) such
that—identifying cycles with their edge sets, as is common when dealing with ‘cycle
spaces’—O is the symmetric di-erence T1⊕ · · · ⊕Tk⊕O′ (meaning that O contains
precisely those edges that are in an odd number of T1; : : : ; Tk , and O′). For instance,
Fig. 3 shows a restricted circular-arc graph with its three chordless cycles of length at
least four; those cycle are pairwise homologous since each is the symmetric di-erence
of the cycle beside it and two triangles.
Fig. 3. Three pairwise homologous 4-cycles (shown using solid edges) in the middle restricted circular-arc
graph from Fig. 2.
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Theorem 8. Every vertex in a restricted circular-arc graph G is in a chordless cycle
of length at least four, and every two such cycles are homologous.
Proof. Suppose G is a restricted circular-arc graph with restricted clique cycle C.
Condition G2 implies that each v∈V (G) is in Q∩Q′ for some edge QQ′ of C, and so
{v} can be extended to an inclusion-minimal {v; v′; v′′; : : :}⊆V (G) such that the paths
Cv; Cv′ ; Cv′′ : : : cover the edges of C. Condition P1 implies that v; v′; v′′; : : : will induce
a chordless cycle, of length at least four in G.
(The second claim in the theorem follows from results in [1,13], but the following is
a direct proof.) Suppose O1={v0v1; v1v2; : : : ; vs−1v0} and O2={w0w1; w1w2; : : : ; wt−1w0}
are two distinct chordless cycles of G of lengths s; t¿4. Then the paths Cv0 ; : : : ; Cvs−1
cover all the edges of C with no three paths containing a common node of C, and
similarly for Cw0 ; : : : ; Cwt−1 . Suppose these s + r paths are all oriented the same way
around C. Calculating subscripts of vi modulo s and of wi modulo t, suppose vivi+1 is
an edge of O1 that is not an edge of O2. Then vi and vi+1 occur in a common node
of C that must also contain some vertex wj of O2. Suppose wj is adjacent to precisely
the vertices vi−a; : : : ; vi; : : : ; vi+b of O1 (a¿0 and b¿1). Since wj is adjacent to wj−1
but not to vi−a−1, and vi−a is adjacent to vi−a−1, wj−1 must be in the ‘7rst’ node
of C that contains both vi−a and wj, so wj−1vi−a∈E(G); similarly, wj+1 must be in
the ‘last’ node of C that contains both wj and vi+b, so vi+bwj+1∈E(G). Replacing the
edges wj−1wj and wjwj+1 of O2 with the edges wj−1vi−a, vi−avi−a+1; : : : ; vi+b−1vi+b,
and vi+bwj+1) produces a cycle O′2 that is homologous to O2 using the triangles
{wj−1wj; wjvi−a; vi−awj−1}, {vi−awj; wjvi−a+1; vi−a+1vi−a}; : : : ; {vi+bwj; wjwj+1; wj+1vi+b}.
This O′2 is in turn homologous to a chordless cycle O
′′
2 using triangles formed by edges
of 01 and any chords of O′2. This O
′′
2 is a chordless cycle homologous to O2 that has
more vertices in common with O1 than O2 does. Repeating this for O1 and O′′2 , and
so on, eventually shows that O1 and O2 are homologous.
The characterization of restricted circular-arc graphs in Theorem 9 will depend on
concepts and results treated in depth in [1,5,13]: A graph G is locally chordal (called
‘neighborhood chordal’ in [5]) if, for each v∈V (G), the subgraph induced by the
open neighborhood N (v) is chordal (equivalently, every induced wheel is a K4). The
characteristic char(G) of a graph G is the number of vertices in G, minus the number
of edges, plus the number of triangles, minus the number of K4s, and so on [13]. An
oriented graph has an in-tournament orientation [1] (called a ‘fraternal orientation’ in
[17]) if all in-neighbors of each vertex are adjacent to each other (and so induce a
tournament).
Theorem 9. A connected graph G with at least two vertices is a restricted circular-arc
graph if and only if all three of the following hold:
(i) G has no simplicial vertices.
(ii) G is locally chordal.
(iii) Every two chordless cycles of lengths at least four are homologous.
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Moreover, condition (iii) can be replaced by char(G)=0 (or by G having an in-
tournament orientation).
Proof. Suppose G is a restricted circular-arc graph with restricted clique cycle C.
Condition P2 implies (i). By P1, each Cv; v∈V (G), is a nonspanning path of C that
constitutes an interval representation for N (v); thus G is locally interval, which implies
(ii). Theorem 8 implies (iii).
Conversely, suppose G is a connected graph that satis7es (i), (ii), and (iii). As in
[13], let "1(G) denote the dimension of the vector space of homology classes of cycles
of G, and let "k(G) denote the dimension of the vector space of homology classes of
k-circuits of G. Then (iii) says that "1(G)61.
Corollary 4.4 of [14], as restated in the proof of [1, Corollary 5.6], states that condi-
tions (ii) and (iii) together imply G is the intersection graph of subtrees of a unicyclic
graph. Therefore, (i), (ii), and (iii) together imply G has a circular-arc representation
(C;A). Theorem 5 of [5, Theorem 5] states that (ii) is equivalent to A satisfying the
Helly condition with no union of two arcs covering all the points of C; thus (i), (ii),
and (iii) together imply that G is a Helly circular-arc graph that satis7es condition
G1 in Theorem 2. Since (i) is condition G2, Theorem 2 shows that G is a restricted
circular-arc graph.
For the remainder of the proof—the ‘moreover’ portion—assume the connected graph
G satis7es (i) and (ii). Notice that (iii) would imply that G is a restricted circular-arc
graph (by the 7rst part of this proof), so "1(G)¿1 (by Theorem 8), and so "1(G)=1
(by (iii) again). Conversely, "1(G)=1 directly implies (iii). Thus, we have shown that
(iii) is equivalent to "1(G)=1 [and we shall use that equivalence to show that (iii)
is equivalent to char(G)=0]. Corollary 10 of [13] states that (ii) implies that each
"k(G)=0 for all (k¿2). Theorem 3 of [13] states that G satis7es
char(G)=1−"1(G)+"2(G)−"3(G) + · · · =1− 1 + 0− 0 + · · · =0:
Hence (iii) is equivalent to char(G)=0. (Finally, Corollary 5.6 of [1] states that a
connected graph that satis7es (ii) will satisfy (iii) if and only if it has an in-tournament
orientation.)
Corollary 10. Letting n= |V (G)| and m= |E(G)|, restricted circular-arc graphs can
be recognized in O(nm) time.
Proof. The O(nm) algorithm in [17] for recognizing fraternal orientations combines
with known results for chordal graphs [12] to make Theorem 9 a O(nm) recognition
algorithm for restricted circular-arc graphs.
As a 7nal comment, it is also natural to consider the intersection graph G of, for
each v∈V (G), subtrees Hv of a ‘host’ subgraph H that spans K(G), where H is a
connected unicyclic graph (as in, for instance, [4,7,6,14]). De7ne such an H to be a
restricted clique unicycle if, in addition, the edges of the cycle of H are not covered by
three or fewer subtrees Hv. A graph G has such a restricted clique unicycle if and only
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if G can be reduced by repeatedly removing simplicial vertices down to a restricted
circular-arc graph G′. The following corollary further characterizes such graphs.
Corollary 11. A connected graph has a restricted clique unicycle if and only if it is
locally chordal and every two chordless cycles of lengths at least four are homologous.
Proof. Suppose G reduces to G′ by repeatedly removing simplicial vertices. Since
deleting or creating simplicial vertices does not change whether either of the corollary’s
conditions is satis7ed, Theorem 9 implies that G′ is a restricted circular-arc graph if
and only if G satis7es those two conditions.
4. Applicability?
It is natural to look to the applications of chordal graphs and clique trees for possibly
analogous applications of restricted circular-arc graphs and restricted clique cycles.
One solid application of chordal graphs is to acyclic database schemes, using acyclic
hypergraphs; [2] is the classic reference, while [8] is a simple introduction. See [10]
for the replacement of trees with cycles: restricted clique cycles are special ‘Xrings’—
special in that restricted clique cycles are conformal with no vertex in every hyperedge.
(Ref. [15] is also relevant but notice that ‘attractive edges’ are ruled out by conditions
A1, P1, and G1.)
Other sorts of applications of chordal graphs are to matrix analysis (for instance, to
formulas for determinants in terms of principal minors) and statistics (the so-called ‘de-
composable models’); see Sections 2.4.3 and 2.4.4 of [12]. These applications involve
formulas that correspond to the ‘clique tree check’ of Lemma 2.2 in [12]. Ref. [11]
explores the origin of the surprisingly similar formulas in these applications. Because
the ‘clique cycle check’ (1) of Theorem 3 is the direct counterpart, it is tempting to
predict that any similar applications of clique cycles will involve formulas that corre-
spond to equality in (1), along the lines of [11]—in other words, to formulas of the
form
f(G)=
⊕
Q∈V (G)
f(Q)
⊕
QQ′∈E(G)
f(Q∩Q′);
where ⊕ and  are any abelian group operations on the range of f; f(G) was |V (G)|+
|E(G)| and ⊕ was addition in (1).
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